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The Mordaunt-Short Premiere system is a complete yet compact home theatre loudspeaker
package designed for listeners who demand the ultimate experience across music and movies.

Premiere home theatre system
Research and development
Underlining every MordauntShort product is the company’s
commitment to excellence.
Every component in every
speaker, has been designed by
Mordaunt-Short.

302 satellite

304 centre channel

308 subwoofer

The Premiere 302 uses our

Premiere’s dedicated centre

A substantial 80 Watt amplifier

proprietary CPC™ (Continuous

speaker is voiced for the

and heavy duty 20cm woofer

Profile Cone) driver technology

clearest, most natural and

give the 308 its surprising

and liquid cooled aluminium

tonally accurate dialogue. It

weight and scale. With

Engineering investment

dome tweeter for a vibrant yet

features the same drive units

adjustable crossover, phase

To maintain our position at the

perfectly balanced sound.

found in the 302 satellite for

reverse option and custom-

forefront of loudspeaker design

perfect sonic integration.

designed feet and spikes, this

requires significant investment.

30cm cube is a sonic marvel.

Every product is developed in

302 specifications

304 specifications

308 specifications

Recommended amplifier power

Recommended amplifier power

Output power

15-80 watts
Drive units

(1) 90mm/3.5" mid/bass
(1) 25mm/1" tweeter

Impedance
Dimensions
(h x w x d)

4-8 Ohms
180 x 112 x 130mm
7.1 x 4.4 x 5.1"

15-80 watts
(2) 90mm/3.5"
aluminium CPC mid/bass
(1) 25mm/1" aluminium dome tweeter

Driver

Drive units

Impedance
Dimensions
(h x w x d)

4-8 Ohms

Mordaunt-Short’s Londonbased development centre.

80 watts Active

(1) 200mm/8" long throw
non-pressed paper cone woofer

Before sign-off, every
loudspeaker is personally
voiced by the head of Acoustic
Engineering to ensure it’s fit to

Dimensions
(h x w x d)

305 x 305 x 305mm
12 x 12 x 12"

bear the Mordaunt-Short name.

112 x 278 x 130mm
4.4 x 11.1 x 5.2"

Accessories

Rated at 175

The 309i is compact enough to

Watts, the

fit easily into virtually any room.

309i digital
subwoofer

309i specifications

delivers powerful and taught low

Output power

frequencies thanks to its

Driver

aluminium driver. It also features
an ‘Adjustable Notch Filter’ for
more control over its position.

175 watts Active

(1) 255mm/10"
aluminium CPC long throw woofer

Dimensions
(h x w x d)

370 x 370 x 370mm
14.6 x 14.6 x 14.6"

Two high quality dedicated
Premiere accessories are
available to maximise your
system’s potential. The 300P
stands offer a firm base for
speakers as well as channelling

300M

300P

unsightly cables while the 300M
wall brackets have an infinitely
adjustable mounting angle.

Finishes
Premiere models are available in Honey Maple or silver.

Mordaunt-Short, Gallery Court, Pilgrimage Street, London SE1 4LL, England

www.mordaunt-short.com

Mordaunt-Short’s policy is one of continuous improvement. Design and specifications are therefore subject to change without prior notice.
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Avant 309i subwoofer upgrade

